
SINAI SCHOLARS ESSAY SUBMISSION

You can submit your research paper on this page. The Sinai Scholars Society is a joint project of Chabad on Campus
International Foundation and The Rohr.

Requirements Benefits, membership in the Sinai Scholars Society offers a unique opportunity to explore your
Jewish heritage, and we hope it will inspire you to continue your pursuit of Jewish education and active
participation in the Jewish community. While these categories are broad and do overlap, they should help you
determine what your paper will be about and define a framework for it. Paper Topics Topics should fall into
one of the following categories: philosophy, ethics, theology, law, or history. See below for a list of suggested
topics. You may also select one of the topics listed below and develop your own ideas relating to these
suggestions. B ooming thunder and bolts of lightning accompany Moses as he Sinai scholars essay. Sinai
Scholars, society from m on Vimeo. Please submit papers online at SinaiScholars. English creative writing for
grade 4 Grad school essay lengthener powerware essay scholarship essay about future goals. The symposium
gives participating students a very valuable experience, says Rabbi. What personal message and inspiration
might it carry for you? Chabad has been. Read more Where do i submit sinai scholars essay know now, and
Im very thankful that I took this class. Papers must be submitted and accepted before stipends can be remitted.
Your paper can address an event in history, a mitzvah, a moral or ethical dilemma, current events, famous
personalities, a life-cycle event, social issues, matters relating to personal growth or personal reflection. How
is it observed and why? Most popular Admissions Rate: 13, if you want to get in, the first thing to look at is
the acceptance rate. Org m -Research your Jewish name. Please bear in mind that while participation in the
Sinai Scholars Society is enjoyable and rewarding, it also requires a willingness to invest the time and effort to
take advantage of what the program offers. How is it observed and why? Students are urged to make use of the
writing center on campus for advice on structuring, grammar and editing. All fellows are expected to attend
each of the eight two-hour classes that comprise the course.


